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Seat  
No. 

 
Set P 

 

B.Sc. (Semester - VI) (Old) (CGPA) Examination Oct/Nov-2019 
Mathematics (Special Paper – XIV) 

PROGRAMMING IN C  
 

Day & Date: Friday, 11-10-2019  Max. Marks: 70 
Time: 08:00 AM To 10:30 AM  
 

Instructions: 1) All questions are compulsory. 
                       2) Figures to the right indicate full marks.   
   

Q.1  Fill in the blanks by choosing correct alternatives given below. 14 
 1) Who is father of C language?  
 a) Bjarne Stroustrup b) James A Gosling  
 c) Dennis Ritchie d) None of these  
      

 2) Every programme statement in C ends with _____.  
 a) Colon b) Semi colon  
 c) Comma d) None of these  
      

 3) The character ‘\t’ means _____.  
 a) new line b) vertical line  
 c) Horizontal tab d) None of these  
      

 4) Integer data type requires _____ bytes of memory.  
 a) 01 b) 02  
 c) 04 d) None of these  
      

 5) Arithmetic expression is evaluated form _____.  
 a) right to left b) left to right  
 c) top to bottom d) None of these  
      

 6) C supports as many as _____ relational operators.  
 a) 5 b) 6  
 c) 7 d) None of these  
      

 7) _____ is standard input function in C-language.  
 a) printf() b) scanf()  
 c) getch () d) None of these  
      

 8) In C, -14% 3 = _____.  
 a) 2 b) -2  
 c) 4 d) None of these  
      

 9) Multiway selection can be accomplished using an else if statement or the 
_____ statement. 

 

 a) Go to b) While  
 c) Switch d) None of these  
      

 10) _____ is a jump statement.  
 a) Go to b) While  
 c) Switch d) None of these  
      

 11) Which is correct for loop statement?  
 a) For (increment : test-condition: initialization)  
 b) For ( initialization : test-condition: increment)  
 c) For (initialization: increment : test condition)  
 d) None of these  
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 12) _____ is exit controlled loop in C language.  
 a) while b) do-while  
 c) for d) None of these  
    

 13) One dimensional array is also called as _____.  
 a) vector b) matrix  
 c) both a) and b) d) None of these  
      

 14) By default function return _____.  
 a) Character value b) Float value  
 c) Integer value d) None of these  
      

Q.2 A) Answer the following questions. (Any Four) 08 
  1) Write any two mathematical function used in C.  
  2) Write any two reserved keyword.  
  3) Write logical operator in C.  
  4) What is size of operator?  
  5) Write note on reading a character.  
     

 B) Answer the following questions. (Any Two) 06 
  1) Explain switch statement.  
  2) Write a programme to accept the radius of circle and calculate the 

area of circle. 
 

  3) Give syntax of different arrays.  
     

Q.3 A) Answer the following questions. (Any Two) 08 
  1) Write in detail history of C.  
  2) Write character set in C.  
  3) Explain the term formatted out puts.  
     

 B) Answer the following questions. (Any One) 06 
  1) Discuss in detail C-data types.  
  2) Explain increment operators and decrement operator.  
     

Q.4 A) Answer the following questions. (Any Two) 10 
  1) Describe the term basic structure of C programme.  
  2) Write a programme to compute sum of ‘n’ numbers by using the for 

loop. 
 

  3) Discuss two dimensional arrays.  
     

 B) Answer the following questions. (Any One) 04 
  1) Explain else ____ if ladder with flow chart.  
  2) Write a programme to find even number from 1 to 10 by using do while 

loop. 
 

     

Q.5 Answer the following questions. (Any Two) 14 
 1) Explain arithmetic and Relational operators.  
 2) Explain the term simple if and if ___ else statement.  
 3) An electric power distribution company charges its domestic consumer’s as 

follow. 
 

  Consumption units Rate of charge  
  0-200 Rs. 0.50 per unit.  
  201-400 Rs.100 + Rs 0.65 per unit  
  401-600 Rs. 230 + Rs 0.80 per unit  
  601-above Rs. 390 + Rs 1.00 per unit excess of 600.  
  Write a programme to read the consumer number and power consumed 

and prints the amount to be paid by the consumer. 
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